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This is meant to add clarity, establish some new principles, and elucidate existing ones.  It is meant ot 
become part of the text of the United States Constitution, in the standard manner.

It is meant to deepen, etch, frame in certain ways certain ideas, extend, and explicate.  One can assess 
this on its merits.

Amendment 13C

All Persons are now free Persons.  All free Persons have full access to and rights under this 
Constitution.  This is also a right that can be taken up by the Person, before the Courts, or by the States;
and this Amendment shall be put into effect and protected by each Governor, Congress, and the 
President.  As stated in Amendment 5, all Persona shall receive due Process of the Law; and again all 
laws of the United States shall be Laws pursuant to the United States Constitution.

No Law shall be prejudicial to place of origin or race.

Amendment 13D

Just to be clear, there is to be no slavery.  This is now a directive of this Constitution.

[13C and 13D are meant to replace and better state and be superior to the existing Amendment 13; and 
are meant to deepen the freedoms of Amendment 13.]
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Amendment 300  Economic Paragraphs Section

What is currency?

What is a market?

What is structure, layer, form, function, fluidity, resource, and flexi?

Rights to Fundamental Resource

Pots and pans, food and water, kitchen, dwelling, bookshelf, house, tipi, the right to for instance live 
under a secure roof and use a doorway and windows, and have access to warmth, and the basic 
ingredients to life.  The same as the ancients, and in potentially different or similar ways.

These rights should be protected, and are to be protected by the State and United States (the state).

This is consistent with Amendment 4.

Related To Federal Finance

From time to time Congress shall publish a listing of revenue and receipts, and shall print this in its free
press for distribution to the people, that is accessible.  In modern times this shall also incorporate 
graphs over time and other variables.  Each State shall do similar, for its citizens.

Related To Commerce

Congress shall have Power to regulate Commerce among the several States, with the foreign Nations, 
and with tne Indian Tribes.  Commerce shall be a way to get to know the foreign Nations, for instance.  
At-Liberty Commerce shall be one way to get to know the Indian Tribes.  Commerce shall be studied 
as a noumenon, entity, and thing, and shall be well-understood.

For instance, it seems to imply mutual agreement among the parties, which implies mutual knowledge 
and awareness relevant to each position, that each is aware of.
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Mutual Benefit

A fundamental concept and principle for the States and the United States is mutual benefit; realism, 
awareness, and wisdom should be understood, also.

The Indian Tribe Paragraphs Section

The Indian Tribes, and each Indian Tribe, has the right to be its own, interdependent, autonomous, and 
independent.

The State Paragraphs and Section

The State is 1) an idea and set of ideas; 2) function and state; and 3) the People.  It is a form and 
structure, made up of sub-form and structure; and it also incorporates flexi.

The Philosophy Of Rights

Each individual retains the right to be his or her own, yet interdependent, autonomous, and 
independent; and also retains a certain type of due responsibility.

It is intrinsic to the human Person to be such, within this world; and speech and language and writing 
are also part of each human Person, to this or that expressed potential, of that Person, which that Person
should freely be able to study, practice, and share.

Each Person as human may want to in such free manner develop community, the interpersonal, and 
solitude, at various times.  This is from the ancients, as well as it also can be determined by common 
sense, awareness, self-mastery, and the responsible.

Each Person has rights granted to him or her, and protected, by the State, and similar or other ones by 
the United States.

Group and individual activity shall be voluntary, and shall be protected so long as such it supports or 
does not infringe on the rights of others.  This is at-Liberty activity, a basic American principle.

Merit shall be put on the table, as an ideal of American life.  Merit shall be protected as a right to be 
reasoned.
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A free Press must be free, as in the sense of Freedom, and able to be distributed.  This can take various 
forms, no doubt.

Freedom of speech.  The Freedom that is indicated in and of speech, language, and writing itself.  This 
extends to thought; all of this can be so profound.  It is consistent with other expressions in this very 
world.  Freedom of action, in the same manner.  And consistent with the above.

Principle, theory, and praxis can and should be discussed and made aware of by the American People, 
citing potentially sources both ancient and modern.  The States and the United States should enhance 
and protect this.

Amendment 100   Philosophy Of Cultures And What They Are

A discussion or study of the philosophy of cultures, and what they are, in those terms and context, may 
occur in any compulsory or public or private sphere.  That is to say, it is permitted.  It is permitted in 
education, for example, or in the tribe or group.  In a family, the parents or guardians may provide 
relevant directives and guidance for the child.  Philosophy of cultures may be from times both ancient 
and modern, and may include 1) theory, myth, religious concept, spiritual concept, philosophy, the 
everyday, life, and practice; and 2) dialogue; and 3) no coercion.  That is also to say, the individual, 
group, tribe, or family must undertake this, study it, manifest it, and so forth, of- himself or herself, or 
itself.

Amendment 90   Corruption Of The Blood

No person shall be treated or punished or coerced or required, for any reason whatsoever, with 
corruption of the blood.  Not medicine, not psychiatric medications, not anesthesia, not lethal injection, 
not any foreign substance; and never that the person does not want.  This is consistent with, a further 
definition of, and further direcive from, the main body of the Constitution.

Ecosystem

The ecosystem shall be protected as Planet Earth that we live on; and it shall be noticed and appreciated
for its actual nature and various (many and many types of) manifestations.  Actual interconnectedness, 
fact, and participation shall be recognized by the People, the States, and the United States.  The 
National Parks and State Parks are example exemplar for this; and natural studies and actual working 
appreciation, involvement with, and apperception of, shall be a priority.  One should consult many 
things, including one’s own experiential, science and sound scientific analysis and explanation, 
awareness, American Indian myth, thought, and praxis, spiritual, religious, and philosophical views, 
and thought and praxis from both ancient and modern.  It must be said that both the natural world and 
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human experience and invention, and the universal, are key.  It seems that the metropolis, the city, the 
town, the village, the tribe, the farm, the wilderness are all important, and can find their place, and 
contribute.  It is important to note that for a technology, since we use and have developed technology 
(from paper and papyrus and the pen and the printing press through to engines, electronics, and 
computing; and the carpentrie square and level), the technology must work; and this holds true if it is to
be integrated with the ecosystem and natural world.
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